
Low Cost CheckweigherLow Cost Checkweigher

Model CWModel CW-10-10
For Economical Weighing of Small Boxes, 
Bottles, Cans, and Cartons
The Alpha CW-10 Checkweigher can accurately weigh packages up to 10 lbs, 
15 inches in length, and 10 inches in width. It can operate at speeds up to 
300 containers per minute with an accuracy of +/- 400 mg.

Specifications
Package weights: up to 10 lbs (4.5 kg) per package
Package sizes: 15 inches (381 mm) long by 10
inches (254 mm) wide; other sizes available
Line speeds: up to 300 packs per minute
Accuracy: +/- 400 mg, depending on application
Weighcell: precision digital strain gage loadcell

Options/Accessories
a. Infeed (belt or chain) conveyors
b. Outfeed (belt or chain) conveyors
c. Infeed side-belt transfer
d. Infeed timing screw transfer
e. Dual stage accelerating conveyor
f. Printer
g. Remote HMI panel
h. Casters for ease of portability
i. Wash-down construction
j. 5-Zone
k. Expanded statistics package
l. Feedback to filling device

Rejection: reject mechansim removes over/underweight packages
from the line;  Air Jet, Swing Gate, Pusher/Bopper, Alarm Horn,
Drop Belt, or custom reject configurations; reject device available
for mounting on frames, outfeed conveyor, or by customer

* Specifications subject to change without notice
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VValue-Added Packagesalue-Added Packages

TTrend Trend Tracking Softwareracking Software
This valuable option constantly adjusts the target weight based on an
average of a specified number of packages. It continually readjusts the
high and low limits, along with the target weight. Trend 
tracking software is especially recommended in 
product-count applications, such as diapers, feminine 
hygiene products, wipes, and wovens, in which the 
density changes, but a specific count must be met. 
Alpha’s software looks at average weights, adjusting the 
target weight accordingly. High and low reject weight 
tolerances are also adjusted simultaneously.

Metal DetectionMetal Detection
Alpha Checkweighers can be integrated with any brand of metal 
detector. This turnkey combination mounts checkweigher and metal
detector on a single frame. We extend the frame of the checkweigher
and incorporate a reject device, which diverts contaminated containers
into a designated area.
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* Shown with optional conveyor


